
GLOWING SKIN PREPARATION

Prepare steamer if available. Cleanse with Spiced Oil Cleanser; work in for several minutes.  Rinse thoroughly with 4x4 

gauze.

Start second-phase cleanse to polish the skin with Cherry Enzymatic Cleanser; gently massage specialty blend into skin 

for up to 5 minutes – avoid eye area.  Allow enough time to let the enzymatic action of this customized cleanser really 

work into the skin.  Rinse with warm water and 4 x 4 gauze at least two times. Pat skin dry. 

GLIMMERING ENZYME POLISH

Dispense 1 dropper of Liquid Enzyme Peel and 1 tsp. of Skin Brightening Enzyme into glass beaker and blend together.  

Using a firm, square brush, apply an even layer to the face and neck.  Leave enzyme blend on skin for 10 minutes. Remove 

with tepid water and 4x4 gauze.  Rinse several times. Pat skin dry.

Note:  For clients with sensitive skin, use less Liquid Enzyme Peel and more Skin Brightening Enzyme.

COCKTAIL  ESSENCE WITH MASSAGE

Enhance for healthy-looking skin.  Dispense 1 dropper of Mandelic Arginine Peel and gently massage into skin. Let absorb 

and remain on skin.

Create a custom cocktail by blending 1-2 pumps of Pumpkin E Serum and Grape Seed Hydrating Serum and massage 

into face, neck and décolleté for several minutes. Let absorb and remain on skin.

Spiced Oil Cleaner

Cherry Enzymatic Cleanser

Liquid Enzyme Peel

Skin Brightening Enzyme

Mandelic Arginine Peel

Pumpkin E Serum

Grape Seed Hydrating Serum

Grape Seed Parfait Mask

Chocolate Antioxidant Mask

Cucumber Spritz

Peptide Primer

Natural Mineral Crème

Matte Natural Mineral Crème

Let skin sparkle this season as the enticing aromas of sheer holiday decadence 
fills the air. Sure to become a winter favorite, clients will relax with soothing 
massages and the sensations of hot and cold therapy as skin is bathed in rich, 
creamy indulgence that will leave skin radiant and ready for those holiday parties.

GIFT OF RADIANCE
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PRODUCTS USED



CHOCOLATE PARFAIT  WITH ICE  THERAPY

Whip together a facial treat. Dispense 1/2 tsp. of Grape Seed Parfait Mask and 1/2 tsp. of Chocolate Antioxidant Mask 

into glass beaker and blend together. Using a firm, square brush, apply an even layer to the face and neck.  Leave 

product on skin for 10 minutes.

Place 2 unfolded, damp 4 x 4 gauze over face.  Roll chilled ice globes or ice rollers for several minutes.  Wrap face 

and neck with hot compress for the last 3-5 minutes.  Remove mask with 4 x 4 gauze and warm water.  Rinse several 

times to ensure thorough removal. Pat skin dry.

Tip:  Roll mini eye globes around client’s eyes prior to heated wrap. 

FLAWLESS RADIANT F INISH 

Hydrate and let skin glisten.  Mist face with Cucumber Spritz and gently massage into skin using light tapotement 

movements.  Let remain on skin. 

Prime the skin for a youthful appearance.  Dispense 1-2 pumps of Peptide Primer and gently massage into skin. Let 

remain on skin.

Leave skin with a radiant glow and flawless hint of color.  Dispense 1-2 pumps of RA IllumiColour Natural Mineral 

Crème and gently blend into skin. Let remain on skin for a beautiful, iridescent afterglow. For more oily skin types or 

those wanting a more matte finish, apply Matte Natural Mineral Crème. 
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